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Student Version

LESSON ONE PURPOSE COMES FIRST

Everything we see, we see arranged in some kind of pattern in space,
and, before we stop to think about it at least, that seems to be a simple
enough matter. And if we want to tell someone else about the arrangement
of a bedroom, the veins in a leaf, a marching band, a football offensive
formation, a mountain range, the United States. Senate Chamber, or
anything else, the easiest thing to do is to take a picture and explain
how they are related to each other.

The Job gets considerably more difficult when we have to explain
an arrangement by telling about t or writing about it without the help of
* picture. Everything that we explained with the picture or by pointing
has to be explained now with words. Finding the words to do this job
is not easy; it requires first that we understand all of the parts of the
arrangement and understand how the parts are related to each other;
then we have to use words to describe the objects and explain the connec-
tions among them. But it is important to be able to do this; often, when
we are writing, the reader will miss our point unless he understands
the arrangement of the things we are talking about.

In this lesson we will tackle the problem of using words to picture
an arrangement or * scene.

I
Here is a description of a stags as it is set for a play in which a king,

his queen, and members of their court are the chief actors. As you
read the paragraph, think about how the scene is arranged.

As the stage curtains part, the audience can see that
the scene is one of royal splendor. A huge scarlet and gold
tapestry omblazoned with rampant lions hangs from the ceiling at
center bars. In front of this is a carved and gilded
double throne mounted on a raised platform which is richly
carpeted. To the right and left of the throne stand two immo-
bile figures in red and gold livery, obviously waiting for some-
,thing. At the left front are two high-backed gilded chairs
wiphaltered in scarlet, and at the right front is a low settee,

,kited out with gold cushions. An arched window on the left
101111 saws long aft*" el visage 11111.400 ilk agrorsZis
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arched doors on the right, Through the doors (ran be seen
two pstgcs dressed in red and gold doublet and hose. Holding
long golden trumpets to their lips. they are ready to lead
a royal procession into the throne room. The trumpets
sound and the action begins,

Whtt words and phrases in the paragraph help you to understand
what the objects on the atacfe look like and what they are made of?

2. What words and phases in the paragraph help you to understand
how the objects are arranged on the stage?

3. Why is the stage arranged as it is?
4. What was the writer's purpose in describing the scene?

5. What would on* to find on s stage that the writer didn't
mention? Why t he mention these things?

6, The writer doesn't describe the objects on the stage in gretst detail.
Why doesn't he?

7. Lay out a stage plan of the throne room, Enlarge the followingdiagram on your own paper, and locate all of thsh .propertfres
and actors mentioned in the paragraph, (Notes and hlefth
on a stage are as the law facing the audience see them, )

Right Way
Back Wall

Curtain

ix

When we arrange things, we arrange them with a purpose in mind;
what we are going to do with things determines where we put them.The stage setting we just read about, for instance, was arranged tosuit the action LI the play. Because the thrones are at the center of the
stage,- we know that the king and queen who are about to enter will be
at the center of the actionithat will follow. We arrange chessmen in
order to play chess, and croquet wickets in order to play croquet;
the furniture in your classroom was arranged to suit the purpose ot cow,dm** a class. (You might stop to think for a minute about why the
'airless things in your classroom are placed where they are. )

However, when we c an arrangement our purposes are going
to be somewhat different rom e purposes we have in mind when we
!tis an arrangement The purpose_otsleimbinithe stage vetting was,

agint40011 tO iikkAka
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whenever we describe something we have to understand both our pur'
pose in giving the description and the purpose of the arrangement we
are describing. What we choose to include in our description, how much
detail we use, and how we describe the relationships among the parts
of the arrangement will depend on what the purpose of the arrangement
is, and what or purpose is in making the arrangement.

The following paragraphs were not written to enable someone to
set the stage for a play; instead, they were written as a part of a
larger narrative of the writer's childhood. Read the selection carefully
and answer the questions that follow it.

I lOved my grandfather's country store. It was the
mecca of my childhood to which I went with my family on
annual summer pilgrimages. I can see it yet, basking
in the Columbia River sunshine in a little hollow where
the plateau dropped down in easy folds toward the river.
There a meander creek brought moisture to the little
clump of cottonw trees which served as summer shade
for the store and the post office next door.

Inside, it was always cool and dim, the two windows
in the thick walls being well-shuttered to keep out the
glare of any sun which might find its way through the
shade trees. Coming into the store at midday in July
was like coming into a cool cavern, an Aladdin's cave
filled with all manner of treasure. Across the entire
room ran a roughhewn counter behind which rose shelves
almost to the ceiling. The shelves were filled with every
variety of household equipment and supplies: lamps,
lanterns, tin pails, clothes baskets; rolling pins, bolts
of cloth, and boxes of every size and shape. Standing
on the floor 4n front of the counter were boxes and barrels
labeled in various ways. On the counter there was ale
ways a box containing licorice whips, and beside it
was a glass jar filled with strong white peppermints.
Hams and bacons hung from the ceiling in one dim
corner, and across the room within easy reach of the
counter, hung a big bunch of Lananas. A few kegs of
nails were lined up against one wall with a scattering
of farm tools fastened on a rack above them. On the wall
behind the counter, a door led to the supply room,
which was set hitt:the hillside, a storage area cool and
delightful in summer and safe from frost in. winter.

1. Somebody built this store and arranged everything that is in it.
What purpoies did he have in mind when he arranged things as he did?

2. Was the purpose of the writer to tell us how to arrange the inside
of a country store? Why did the writer describe the store?

3 How alight the description be different if the purpose of the, *liter
witio to tion-cur *AP; to arrange the Jut& of a country store?



4. Why did this writer use more details than the writer who described
the stage setting did?

5. Do you find clues that tell you whether the store is being described
from the point of view f a small child or from the point of view
of an adult? If you were to describe the store strictly from the
point of view of a child, what changes would you make? Would
your description emphasise different things? Would you describe
things differently?

WRITING EXERCISE

Assume the country store you read about is the setting for a play.
Describe the scene so a stag manager can set up the stage in preparation
for the action of the play. fore you begin you must decide what the
action will be. Choose any action you wisha holdup, the arrival of
two trappers who wish to furnish a cabin for the winter the arrival of
a child rhohasten cents to spend, or any other action that inlet take
place in a country store.

When you have finished your description be prepared to tell the
class what action is going to take place and why you described roe setting
as you did.

ASSIGNMENT FOR SPEAKING
10-

r.

Choose a. setting from a story, play, or novel your class has read
this year. You are going to give a short talk in which you tell the other
members of your class how to set up a stage for the scene you chose.

After you have chosen a setting to describe, make a rough sketch
of it Remember that one long side of the rectangle representing the
floor of the stage is open to the audience. Plan your setting as the
audience would see it, placing all buildings, furnishings, windows,
entranceswhatever you needclearly in the right place.

Carefully reread the section of the story, play, or novel that is
relevant to your setting and make notes which will help you describe
it. (If you have a ch-`14 on the stage, does it make any difference to the
action what kind of cluir it is? If so, be sure you tell what kind of
chair it is, If there is a house in your setting, does it make any differ-
ence what color the house is? If so, tell what co/or it is. if there are
flowers in the scene, does It make any difference what kind of flowers
they are? Etc. )

Using your sketch and your detailed notes, plan a short talk to the
class. Remember that they must set up the Age us only your des

and everythbsg that will be needed for the actI must be in the
ce on the stage when the action begins.



If your eating is not too elaborate you may sketch it on the board
before you begin your talk. However, you may wish to prepare a drawing
at hese on a large sheet of paper or cardboard and bring it to class. Row
umber that whether it is on the board or on paper, the sketch must
be large enough to be seen by all members of the class*.

Man carefully ani practice at hone.

1. Begin with a general statement about the setting and the action
that will take place.

2. Plan out the order in which you will mention the properties on
the stage.

Practice your talk at home, using .your sketch to help you, point
out the locations of items in your stage plan. (If you can find a
good listener who knows et:nothing about your subject, see if
you cm sake him understand the arrangement of the setting and
how it fits the action.)

4. Be sure you have included everything that will be needed in the
action that is to follow. Have a reason for including itinorYthialt
yek include.

.4t

5. Check with a dictionary to be sure you can pronounce correctly
all the words you went to use.

After you have given your talks, the other students will check to see
whether you have included everythirig that is needed for the seam and
whether your description is clear enough that, they atvaltt have eat up
this Steig*,

xxx

I asins that you are a movie director. You are going to film tido
novel ft Anbcpif by Willa Cather* firma which the passage below is
taken. Ton have decided to have your movie begin with a scene early in
the novel in which toniwyeauPwold Ina Burden first visits his grendsother's
igazdvon The time is in the late :mote. First read was Cattier". dee-
cription of the setting and of the action that take place in the setting.

(See passage from ft
Houghton ltiffLin
on pap 1,3 and ending

by Willa Cattier, published by
* beginning 'early nut morning

was entireliy haw', on page 10

lime pia wish to 10,, yaw movie with AI diOtAIN* shot of '4* predate
all the tam* mice a re* denehotth seem as leer Wien on Wit
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a suitable location and have the necessary structures built*

On a sheet of notebook paper write N, El S and W as the diagram
below indicates. 'Using the symbols given below the diagram, locate
the items listed.

road ,

elder
trees

ploughed
firew'breal

house

barn -

bushes

gues

corncribs

igYaids

NA."0"A"40

11111111111111111111

grass

The first two paragraphs in the patosage from MrA rda will give
you all the clues you need, if you have diffictilty w the items
*relocated on the farm, perhaps these suggestions will he p you.

1 For every hem you are to locate on the map, there is a phrase
which provides a due. However, not all the clues point to an
exact location. Sometimes you will have to use your own.juile
went,

Locate the house and the windmill first, then the barn*, granaries,
and pigiards.

Where does the land slope down to a draw and then rise again+

4. Draw the road last. Although the route of the road cannot be
mapped exactly, there are several clues to help you, and
the rest Of it you will have to put in what seem* to be the most
likely location,



WRITING ASSIGNMENT

After the opening to shot of the whole farm, you are ready to begin
the action of the movie. You are going to write a paper in which you
describe how the trip to the garden should be filmed.

The most important thing to remember is that the audi2nce will see
what the camera sees. You are in control of the camera, so it is tap
to you to decide what the audience will see. Assume that you can move
the camera around on a truck or even put it in a helicopter. You can
move it in for a closeup or you can move it back for a panoramic view.
Also you must decide from what angle you want the audience to see
things: should they see a cbsracter from the front or from the side?
Should the camera look up at the house or down on it? When the characters
move, the camera should follow them, but how close should it be?
So close that we can see only the heads and shatilders of the characters,
or far enough away that we can see the landscape and tell where they are
going?

Even more difficult is to show the scene in such a way that .4the audience
will understand the boyl_s feelings about the farm and the land, that they
will feel as he does. What the camera sees and how it sees are Important
to creating the impressions Jim had; important too are colors and details,
and you must think about how you can use colors and details to create
for the audience the impressions Jim had of the farm and the land«

Read through the scene again, and make notes about how you will
film it. Pay particular attention to Jim.'s Impressions. In a few self*
tences explain what you think Jim's feelings were awl what he saw that
caused his feelings. Make notes too about how you might create feelings
like Jim's in the minds of the audience.

Now, write a set of instructions for the cameraman. First explain
to him in general terms the effect you went; then tell him how to handlethe camera in order to get the effect you, want.



LESSON TWO EXPRESSING THOSE FEELINGS

Ordinarily, we see what we see, and that is about all there is to it.
But sometimes the things we see and touch and hear strike our feelings,
and they seem important to us, it isAigloulktOlgkqur feelings into words,
but we sometimes want to Out-them-into wordlibe we would like
other people to understand the way we feel. We search around for words
that will tell them what it was we noticed and what effect it had on us.
We say things like "What a beautiful morning!" or "Isn't thlt, greats!"
or "Man. it's glad this morning PI When we see that the person we are
talking to isn't impressed, we try again: "Isn't this mar the apAejsst?"
And, if we still get no response, we are likely to give up and say some-,
thing like "Well, I think it's pretty nice, even if you don't." We realize
that somehow we didnt succeed in getting across what we felt, but we
don't know what went wrong.

If, on the other hand, the other person says "Yeah, that's really
beautiful, " we still, don't feel very satisfied. We don't really know if
he felt the same way we did, or even if he was noticing the osale things
we noticed,

When we are talking we usually let it go at that. It doesn't; seem worth
the effort to try to make the other person understand our feelings;
besides, there are other things to do, and for some reason talking about
beautiful, things is usually embarrassing. But when we are writing there
is time to try again, to try to figure out whet went wrong, and to
a way of aayi things differently so that someone else can understand
our feelings and reactions.

In this lesson we are going to try to discover what does go wrong,
and to discover how we can say things differently so that we can be eater
Jailed that other people do understand how we feel.

One place to start is with the words we emphasized in those sentences
-*words like rnor.,..*s, beatitiful, and greats We expect these
words to tell somebody else how we feel,--.that's why we emphasized
the ,--but for some reason they don't do a very good job of it. In order
to understand why they don't, let's look at them from the point of view
of the person who is hearing them. When someone says to us "A great
pug hlippened to meter other day'. it we expect to h *pre the

that happened to him, we ask someone. 'w



game?" and we get the answer, "It was exciti " we immediately
say, "Well, tell me about it. Words like

and b arouse our curiosity, if fo ows them,
ey leave us dissatiified And other people feel the same way when

we say things like "What a b morning!" What we must do, then,
is not stop there; we must go on and tell more. But how do we go on?
Whitt should we say?

In a few minutes we will look at how a professional writer starts
with such words and then goes on but before we do we will look at these
words a little more closely,

EXERCISE I

1. Begin with the list of words we have mentif.w;d:
gusto Oita magus ,Itht gee, and eft" Now v e these
words :Wo two groups. In one group put the won s that name som.e.
thing. In the other group put the words that are used to describe
things we can name. (Can you put the word mitt in both groups?)

2. With the help of your teacher and the other members of your
class add words to both of these groups. In the first group put words
that name things you know about and which other people might like to
know about. In the second group put words that might describe the
things you have named.

3. Using the sentence patterns
The morning was .1:1

"The game was
make a list of words will co be put ;he blanks. Do all of the
words on your list describe or tell something about what was named
in the sentence? Can you think of words that describe but that could
not be put in the blanks in these particular sentences? Why couldn't
they? Could some words be used in one of these sentences but not in
the other? Why not?

4. When we use a word like agUKtt. or °A. A it describes the
thing we are talking about. Does it also tell so 3 about the feel
lugs we have for the thing we named?

5* With the help of your teacher and the other students in your
class, make a list of words like it and beaugN.,which do two
jobs at once: that is, that describe thing we are talking about, and
also describe our feelings for the thing.

6. Ordinarily words like kticor Ltd or spare are used only to
describe the thing we are talking about, and they reveal little or nothing
about how we feel. But can you use these three words in a sentence
so that they not only describe the thing the is named in the sentence
but also reveal how you feel about the thing?

"
7. Keep a notebook in which you write down sentences of the pattern:

The pm* was exciting. Those sentences should name things you
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really care about, are interested In, and know about from personal
experience, later you are going to use some of these sentences as
starting points for papers, and unless you have tamed things you do
care about, you won't be interested in writing about them

The words that fit into the "exciting" place in these sentences
need to be words that show your feelings about the thing you named.

II
Now we will icok at what a professional writer does with sentences

like the ones you are putting in your notebook.

In Life on tl.a. Milisissippi Mark Twain describes his life as a
a river:TUt pilot on 'the Mississippi river. Although he did not work
the early morning watch and did not have to get up early, he says,

I had myself called with the four-o'clock watch, mornings,
for one cannot see too many summer sunrises on the Missiocuippi.
They are enchanting.

In these two sentences Twain has aroused our curiosity. He says that
even though he didn't have to go to work, he got up at four o'clock of
his own free takes something unusual to get most people out of
bed at four o'clock in the morning,

Then he tells us why he got up: to see the summer morning. In
a way he has satisfied our curiosity, abut we still have questions. "Why
is a summer morning so important? h "What is there about a summer
morning that would get him out of bed at four o'clock?" The word

raises more questions in our minds than it answers; Twain has
to d us what he wants us to be curious about.

Then Twain tells us that summer mornings on the Mississippi are
"enchanting." This word describes the morning, but it also tells us
how Twain feels and reacts when he sees a summer morning on the Mississip-
pi --it enchants him. In a way, this answers our questions; he gets
up at four o'clock in the morning because the summer mornings enchant
him. But it raises _still more questions:

the
it about summer mornings

that enchants him? h "How does he feel when he is enchanted?" Twain
hasn't gone much farther than we go when we say, "Isn't it a beautiful
morning?" We are dissatisfied with his words gerdgg.and enchanting
just as the people we talk to are dissatisfied with morning and bgautifult.

If Mark Twain had never learned am more about monist than that,
no one would read him, and he would have been forgotten long time
ago.

But Mark Twain did. not stop thereb ...11a. went to.to. satisfy,the
curiosity. haltad drou sed. in the fotikOsting sontsaceirke se" oi

*h+04.6
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First, there is the eloquence of silence; for a deep hushbroods everywhere. Next, there is the haunting sense ofloneliness, isolation, remoteness from the worry and bustleof the werlei.

He has picked out one quality of the morning to tell us about: thequietness, the silence. In answer to our question, "What is it weltthe morning that enchants you?" he has answered, "It is the quietness. ''In a way, this does answer our question, but we are still dissatisfied.We say to him, "OK it is the silence, but what is so special aboutthis silence? It hardly seems worthwhile to get up at four o'clock inthe morning just to hear silence. You could have heard that in bed.And when you add 'a deep hush broods everywhere' I get a little moreof an inkling of what you are getting at, but it doesn't really help much. '1
The words silence and hush are similar to enchanting; they raisemore questions than they answer,

In the next sentence Twain turns away from describing the morningand describes his own feelings, the feelings that the morning arousesin him. They are, he says, feelings of loneliness and isolation. Thisis much less vague than
sags,

our imaginations are able toform a much clearer picture than before of how Twain felt. We thinkof times when we have been lonely and have felt remote from the world,and we imagine that the feelings Twain is trying to describe are similarto the feelings we have had. But we still have a question: "I have neverbeen la river-boat pilot, and I have never seen the Mississippi riverat four o'clock in the morning from the deck of a river boat, so thefeelings of loneliness and remoteness I have had must be different fromthe feelings Twain had--but how are they different? He has promisedto tell me what it is like to be on a river boat at four o'clock in themorning, and he has given me a vague hint of what it its like, but is thatan I am going to get?"

Twain, of course, didn't stop there either,. He went on to fulfillhis promise. Let us look at how he did it.
The dawn creeps in stealthily; the solid walls of black forestsoften to gray, and vast stretches of the river open up and re-veal themselves; the water is glass-smooth, gives off spectrallittle wreaths of white mist, there is not the faintest breathwind, nor 'stir of leaf; the tranquility is profound and insatisfying. Then a bird pipes up, another follows, andsoon the pipings develop into a jubilant riot of music. You see noneof the birds; you simply move *through an atmosphere of songwhich seems to sing itself. When the light has come up a littleStronger, you have one of the fairest and softest 'picturesimaginable. You have the intense green of the massed and crowdedfoliage near by; you see it paling shade by shade in front of you;upon the next projecting cape, a mile off or more, the tint haslightened to the tender young green of spring; the cape beyondthat one has almost lost' color, and the furthest one, mile. awayunder the bbrisoN sleeps upon **water a mere ditt livapor& and
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hardly separable from the sky above it and about it. And all this
stretch of river is a mirror, and you have the shadowy reflections
of the leafage and the curving shores and the revealing capes pic-
tured in it. Well, that is all beautiful; soft and zich and beauti-
ful; and when the sun gets well up, and distributes a pink flush
here and a powder of gold yonder and a purple hese where it
will yield the best effect, you grant that you have seen something
that is worth remembering.

What did Mark Twain do to fulfill his promise? In one word, he
gave us d ails Not only details of his feelings but es ecially details

t2g1 1 Ear heard that caused er el
He let his I d thvift back, iGa,11This imagina n, over the
Scene in detail, and then he told us about all of those details that had
Ikea him a feeling of enchantment.

After we have read those details, after Twain has filled out the
picture he saw when he stood on the deck of the river boat--then we are
ready to grant that he had seen something that is worth remembering.
Then, we understand what he meant when he said that mornings on the
Mississippi are enchanting. It is the details that have made the difference.
But it was mostly the details of what Twain saw and heard that helped
us to understand the way he felt--not only the details of his feelings.

If we want someone else to understand how we feel about something,
we must tell them the details of what it was tha made us feel the way
we do.

EXERCISE

1. Return to your notebook of sentences. Choose one or two of
those sentences. Be sure you choose sentences which describe something
you really care about. If the sentences in your notebook describe things
you don't really care about, stop and think of some others; because if
you write about something you don't care about, you can't expect anyone
else to care either. Now, put each sentence at the top of a page in your
notebook and begin adding details. Concentrate, let your mind drift
back. Go over the scene or the incident bit by bit; use your eyes and
your ears and your fingers. Record everything that helped to give you
the feeling that you got. Remember the arrangement of the scene, and
remember what you have learned about describ arrangements.
Decide on the order in which you will describe s*

2. Keep your notebook handy; whenever you think of a new sentence,
write it down; and when you think of new details, write them down.
Later your teacher ask you to write several papers based on your
notes, and the more notes you have, the easier it will be to write papers
that succeed in telling how you felt.

3. Check over your list of details to find out if all of them really
helped to cause the feelings you had. Twain, for instance, could have
described the crew in the- galley, joking end /mashing while eating break"
feet. Why didn't he?
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WILVING Assio Nmxtrr

We bare discovered that sentences like "i§ boyfriend is an :interest-tog person. " "'Family picnics are a big bores and "My first day in
r high was frightening, are places to start, not places to stop.

we want someone' alp* to underlind what we mean by "interestinsta big bore, and we have to fill out the details IX
whist it was that gave is tf

Turn to your notebook. Fick out the sentence and set of details
thtt interest you the most and write a paper that will make someone
else understand how you felt. Be sure to include all the details you can
think of that helped to make you feel the way you did. Eliminate the
details that did not contribute to your feeling. Be sure you make the
arrangement of the details clear.

Whenever you use a word like pica& AZ
or **en think of questions use resr

yourself in his position and ask the questions he might ask.

"oil
t E

After he hp reef, the ipaper you want tie reader to poet nifist
Nag a big bore or That frightening*

1.:We trA



LIMON IBM MOD TS

Reed the Paladins paragraph by IL B. White in which he tells about
the birth of lambs on his farm. 'mite was a cites who law nothing
about fasting until he bought a fens so the birth of a lasb was a new
experience to him.

Tort will not find the paragraph easy to road. The first time through
you will probably only get a vague idea of what *it. is talking about.
But don't be discouraged; often things that are interesting an hard to
read, and we have to road this several times before we understand
this Bead the paragraph a second and third times thinking about it
as you read. Each reading should /rise you a clearer idea of whet
White is sayings but don't evict to understand tbe ponegregb vary well
until you have discussed it with your teacher aid the other students in
.yOur class.

(See paragraph beginning "At first, birth strikes one 4. ." and
ending . but extraordinarily moving." in selection entitled
"A Shepherd's Lit." from eist, by 1. B. mite, published
VI Harper & Rows 1940s pas

!man
1. With the help of a dictionary try to discover what %its means

by the following 'verde and .1114414:002i haragea. gintte
Wands ItiriaNtat tiPaircSluets, niento same
ausa Discuss these words with your teacher and the other students in
your *lase. If you still feel you do not understand this very wells do
not be disccuregeds we will care back to them later.

2, With the help of a dictionaly try to discover what litito was by
the word yicaricus, in the___Iset sentence.

3. You can rind another sentence in this paragraph in which 'Wilhite
tells us what he means by Igarioue.. *JCh help. you wore .to understand

awhat %bite wane by the word the dictio.ner* definition or Ilbitets
explonaticni Disease Yair slower with the elaisse

1. %it* begins by saying "At first .s" and two sentences later
he *ayes "Bt* after...." Bead these sentences again and discuss with
the other students in yaw o1ass what you expect sits to Siff Mt. Has
bit aroused your ourioe4y shoat bits tag imps? last ismotiair -yam

to adg kliat
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The last word In this pampa* is int Rocs is another word

to eta what ward 44sogibasi it he werio to follow
f.z Oil lathed hark 2wain seed to eMn snob welds* what would ease anctf

IMAM Whit. saxes*, (Ow as ecos

ti4.0%

3, lour read the first paragraph again, and than read what *its
flatweili did wit* snot the word maw - _

(ft. peleation entitled Shephordss Life" frank ail Una Nat
liy*' Z. B Whites published W Harper 4404 1940, bOidasing with
*ft first, birth strikes.*** 11 se 40110*-156 Ordisal with
R* and your4eart low 104s,sa LW)

\\

14.



EXERCISE III

1. After the word moving does White begin immediately toliat
details of the birth of a Ian*? What does he do in the first three sante ces
of the second paragraph, and how do these three sentences prepare us .

for what is to follow? Do they give us a clearer idea of what to expect
than we had before?

2, In the first sentence of the second paragraph White uses the
word i iv , Does he let the word lie there or does he go on to
give deb that help to explain what he means 14

3. t After reading all the way through the passage, write a short
paragraph in which you explain what you think "White means by the word
inst iv Compare what you have written with what other students

as have written, and discuss any differences you find.

I If there are other words in this passage you do not iinderstind,
ask your teacher about them.

5, Write a sentence in which you describe White's first reaction
to birth,

O. Write a sentence in which you describe the feelings White had
about birth after he had been involved in the birth of lambs.

7. Compare the words you chose with words other students chose.
Do some of these words do a better job of describing White's feelings
than others?

WRITING ASSIGNMENT

After he had helped many ewes to deliver their lambs, White deoided,
that birth is not the supreme example of bad planning. d Instead, he
learned to have quite different feelings about birth. All of us have had
similar experiences, We think we know how we will feel about something
even before we become involved in it. But after we live through the
experience, we find that it isn't what we had expected, and we have different
feelings about it than we thought we would have.

Write a per about an experience that changed your feelings about
something, first what feelings you expected to have and then tell
wAtt your feelings were after you actually became involv,ed.

Remember, it was the details of the experience that changed your
feelings, and if expect the reader to trstand why our feelings
changed, you must give him the same details of the experience that affected
you,

i'ou may have as everieuce recorded in your notebook that will
fit this patters if mots use the MAW saelhod rou lased for the last paper:



t

concentrates think back* and ncte down details« Are you going to present
a scene to the reader? If so, tow should you arrange the Scene?

You can. if you wish. build the paper around two sentences: "At
first (or "Before) I felt that was and, 'After(or "Later ) I felt that was an Intcw the first blank in
each sentence will go the me for the experience you are writing about«
Into the second blank will go a word that describes your feelings«

After you have finished writing the paper look back at the Avoids
you put in the blanks. Are you satisfied with these words& or can
you now think of words that 41c, a better job of, the exPeri,0000sad of describing feelingt? DiscuSS with your teachertad ibt other



LESSON Mai: MIMED FEILINGS

I

Read the toll 1g selection frosi Alan Mooreheadis essay Mae
Gnat Barrier Beef." As you read, look for the words or phrases Moorehead
uses to describe his feelings *boat the reef.

(leer selection entitled line Great Barrier Reef" by Alan Moorehead
printed in at byg Tgrker Natasine,, Inc. August 15, 1953, Mos
3640, beginning noward the aiddle of Julyn and ending I'day after
day, night after night in this overpopulated sea.")

MOM= I

Use your diotonary to

12112rverr factor"
you get Nora information?

f1a the seanines of technics/. words like
NALa t; end rill kraal, =WM

Dog* your dictionary give a
the seining, of these loan's/ Where could

.4....%

2. *at doss Moorehead ss by a "hollow show of ncechalancou iaa
the second paragraph?

3. Perhaps your teacher can show you a landscape by ROLUISOIU, the
paintiir with an ',evil beast lurking in the background and ready to spring."

4. After %loading this selection and thixking it over, fill. in the
blank space in the follow bg eentences *Mr. Moorehead felt that the Groat
Barrier Reef ens 0" Compare thio,word you choose with the
words chosen by other ambers of the class.

5. Pick out the words Moorehead chose to descrilis his feelings.
Can his feelizogs *bat the reef be summed up in one word, or does he
have sized feelings? If you believe he had sized feetings, point out dew
tails he used to help us understand his differont fe ngs.

6 In the first paragraph Moorehead uses the pia Z Which prom,
non did he use is the maxi paragraph? idly did he change/

7. The first paragraph describes a partictdar trip Moorehead aeds
to the Reef in the Addle of 4%37. But in the second parasraph he does
not centime to describe that particular trip; instead, he s1, rises the

es he In or 'W. to Pima. lily
hit Ow. MAAm*
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a. Does Moorehead present a scene to us? Haw does he arrange it?

Read the following selection troll &nest Homingwayis essay "On the
alue *ter: A Gulf Stream Letter." The selection is based on a simple
ientence: "Deep sea fishing is thrilling." Dat the word Maim or

tgaris clay the, place where limeingway begins. As you .read decide
the word tatill does a very good job of describing Resin way's

feelings.

(See selection entitled "On the Blue Water: A OW Stream Letter"
by Ernest HemingWEgro printed in Stgam Magazine April 1936,_ pages
34s, 1844% begiauting with This friend was speaking of elaphaa"
and ending with "nor doss it help to think about it.")

XXSE XI
1. After resdiv the selection do you feel that the word arjja

adequately describes Heminswayis feelings about fishing for marlin end
swordfish? What word would you use to describe the feelings he totpresses
in the last two paragraphs?

2. Can rn find one wont that adequately describes the feelings
Hemingway shows in this selective?

3. *at feelings does Carlos rowel when he calls the fish "the
bread of ay children"? Row are Carlos is feelings about the fish different
trans say, the feelings of an Pmerican businessman who has gone to Cuba
to catch a big marlin ar.l have his picture taken with it? What words
would you use to describe the feelings of the business men? Can you use
the ease 4ords you used to describe Carlos's feelings? Copan the words
you chose with words chosen by other ambers of the class.

4. Describe how Carlos feels when the fish is lost.

5. Do you have afferent feelings about. Julio than you do about
Carlos? Can you eXplaZ why? Look at the details Hemingwey uses to deer
cribs each of the man, and look at what they say in the dialogue. Whet
feelings about the men do these details arouse in us?

6. Why was it necessary for Hemingimy to give us so many detail*
about catching the fish?

7. Hilmingwey has shown us that he his several different feelings
about deep sea fishing; hie feelings are even more mixed and cceplex
than ars lioareheadis /Wings about the Great Barrier atef. identify as
maw of Imaingwerts teens* as you oafs, mad taint oat the detsils
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In the sassy that caused you to understand Ms fir s.

. WRITING ASSIGNMENT

It is not very often that the fe we have about our experiences
are clear-cut enough or simple enoug that we can sum them up in oneword When we tell someone else about them, we feel very strongly
that one word like or di iljog_. or I:n*98min or trAW won't
cover the mixed fee s we have. The% we must use a combination
of words, 4y, we must do the best we can to provide the
sistsths that vanflirfil allow someone else to understand the mixed Thetis.
we had.

Write a paper about an experience that gave you mixed fooling..
Try to make your feelings clear to the reader telling him in detailwhat It was that caused you to feel the way you

Apins concentrate, think back, make mites. Is there a scene you
want tM reader to see?, Must he understand the scene in order tounillerstand your feelings? (Ho much of the scone does :jiveus? Haw iraportant was the 111C0410 to understanding Remingwa s f
Inge?)

Yqu will probably need to organize you paper around a sentence
thrbe. Mt bath ened and disgusted. or Ist AWN* about
ito but I also feel * asbamed of what I dkim"



LESSON FIVE FOR YOU TO FIND

In the papers we have written up to this point we have searched for
a word or a combination of words that will describe our feelings: words
like ihtening, bar, excitlpg, ere1 L., etc. We have used these
words to help us dioae-which details-ive-Atv-uld include and which we
should not include. We have also used thus words to let our readers
know what to expectso that they 'will lmow *hued of time that the details
which follow are supposed to be exciting or Wrists or whatever they are
supposed to be.

Now, let's make the job a little more difficult. Let's not give the
readers a word as a clue to the feelings we wait them to feel and under-
stand. Let us give them the feeling by means of the details alone.

We must pick our detaili so that they all contribute to a feeling
or a set of feelinge s and then we will ask the other members of the
class what feelings have succeeded in creating in their minds. Of
course, as we have found out before, our feelings are not usually so
simplethat they can be summed up in one word. If they could, that
one word would do the job, and we wouldn't have to worry about details.
So, we shouldn't expect the other nritinbers ot the class to be able to
come up with one word that will describe the feelings we were trying
to convey. But they should be able to give us a word or a combination
of words that will let us know that they are on the right track. And by
discussing their reections with them we will be able to determine how
well we succeeded in conveying the feeling we wanted to convey.

First, however, let us look at how some professional writers have
done the job we will to do. Let us study the details they gave us
and see if the class can agree on the feelings these writers were trying
to get us to feel and understand.

In ,Ajme_t! uda 1.:).mm tj&Eggue Laileite you will find Sohn Keats's
poem "To Autumn. In the last stanza Keats says, in effect, that
everyone talks about what a great thilig spring is, but that he likes the
ihri and has special feelings about it. He doesn't tell us what those

to=are; instead, he describes certain details he has noticed and
us to understand his feelings from the details he gives us.



bed the sten** and answer the question* that follow it.

%errs are the songs of awing? kr, whore are thole
Think not of thesis thou Most thy music too,

ladle barred clouds blocs the softwdying fir,,
And touch the stubbla-plcins with rosy bawl

Then in a soma choir the small gnats satyr
,itiong the river sarLoses, tInuo aloft

Or sinking as the Light Wind lives or dies;
And ftill-grown labs lout bloat froa hilly boom;

Iledge-icrickets sing; and now with treble soft
the rod-bresst whistles Mot a gutencroft;
And *etherize swillows twitter In the skies.

1. Who is Keats talking to in this stanseow.wo is *thou*?

2. Can you find tee word that will ases up all of testa Is feelings
about autumn?

3. !hike a list of words that describe reds Is feelings; For sash
word he ready to point out a 440,13. or 'a series of details 1:s the poet
thet we you this feeling*

Off"
you% of womb with Ms words oboe* bf other elibb

bore of the class. Ask thee haw pertleeler the POI SW OMtin feeling; they .felt*

MINIM xi

lead Theodore koethke to pow "Child cn tap of 01101010111111

Ow Jags tot Alp Sitia IS 194. slusprist, moo.% as.)

I. Do you think this child is older or maser than pa are?

2. Are the feelliss the child hss the kind of feelings you Ws
every dsyt Are they feelings you Atilt hare had at c Vast

the details of this si",

3,0

.ryetr7,



mean in:
(See selection entitled Mei Glimpse of Pothole by Albert Hubbell
beginning* I was eight or WAS years old" and ogling "He (Mali
even know ;614 Ivenillal log celled." Printed in the fig Iffkg:
lagesine December 2, 19611 pages 6).64.)

1. What teel.ings does Hubbell *mat us to have for the boy? Can
yae find a single word or a coabination of words that will adequately
describe these feelings?

2. Point out details in Hubbell's description of the boy and tell
*at feelings they arouse.

3. at feelings did Hubbell have about the Jukes Woo the illo
cident in the ice-creasmand-candy-store?

4. !dooms with the class the feelings the boy had after the incident.
Can you fiat a single word or a cosinbation of words that will adequately
describe Us feelings?

HM= ASSIGIKINT

Write a description of a scene or an incident you have observed
Tour job is to select those details that win give the reader a particular
feeling about the experience. You, of course, must know what word or
words could :to used to describe the feelivii: "Wi.

legr, .fato. But do not use theme words.
e gititillebrest the

without telling hi* ithat the feeling is.

After you have written the description, allow the other studentssin
your class to read it; than the teacher oak the *that feelings the
deecription was supposed to cony y. Discuss with the class how woo you
inseceeded in giving them the holing, you wanted to give tbs. Ors they
suipot loye in Witch you could have dans a better Job at erselting the
feeling?

1.121110 ASSICRIM

Shangri-La is a tern that UMW the never-never lszli of pato:time
Rich el" its he!--.0", itao Nsiviihmmig ran Shangri4a tucked scaewbere in
the beck of his aids drat sort of place is your Shangri-La? Xs it the
Sig Rock Cady Mountain, where ell of the rivers are lama& and bubble
gat grow cn trees, or is it A: rowboat where you are perfectly free, where
no one tells you to do this or net to do that? Perhaps your Sri -La
is in the futures when you will be a an]. tipaillionaire with ten auto-
=biles, a sedamdug pool as big as a lobs, aid a jot airplane to Ube roe
eft to Frisee sad Kara 'gasp *4 Sr a a:WU with la Mho vseb



liberever it is, whenroir lt is and wohstiover it is, tell your Omen.
Mlles about your ahlogrii-Ls. Illet dile it leak Mot ithat aro the
things yotz do there?

Only describe giving specific &tails; do Act use weds like
..........11...... sir I; re* 1411:11.

11)ill4P
8
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UMW! HU 0: TON LAUGH WAS OH MM

A feeling we all have, more often than we like to admit, is mobarrasse.
Onto and it is not a feeling that we usually like to tell other people
about. We are usually embarrassed about times when we made fools of our.
'elves, **Awe would be prtectly satisfied if our mabayeassingassente
disappeared Snit the Awe it the Ws* asi sit oar weal iINFOr lam about

it our maberrassicng moments are really musings at least to other
people* and thy: can be to us too -after they are over =1 dome with ward
we can look back at thaws Also, when we stop to this* about it, other
people are not so such different than we are, and they have probably been
embarrassed for the same reasons we have. $ they can sjapathise with our
fambarrassment and be amused by it too.

In this lesson we are going to write about an embarrassing vaunt.
Hat we will not be concerned only with describing it in do' ail in order
that swoon. else can feel the mebarressment we felt, we will also went
to toll of the incident in such a wsy that the reader will be amused by it.
In order to do this we have to pick an emiurrassing moment that is far
enough in the past that we can lush at it careens. ,If it doesn't OMe
us* we can't tell it in such a limy as to make it amusing to other people.

In order to got same clues to how we can do the job, we will look at
Stephen Leacockle description of his battle with a bank.

(see selection entitled ' Financial Career', beginning 'liken I go
into a bank X get rattled." and ending "I keep my money in cash in
a trousers pocket and sr s wing' in silver' dollars in a soak." ens

" ".
Xitymeassk by Stephan Leaseek. Ocsepright 19,0 tor Dodd, *tad1 A.

3., Point out scum of the details *Joh show us how Lescock feels
about depositing his mony.

2. Point out *MO of the details that shout us hot; he has shout the
bank and the people In the bank.

t3.
Why did Lescock use the word =WA in the first paragraph rather

thin he wont 1111241331100

4, How maw details of what the bank actually looked like does Lea..
cook give? last wile more important in making him *barmaid* the book
it ding or the people in the Wald

5. agesiais with the class he Leasosk obese detai* 160 woad *or
is taw Vie people is tbe bank mkttled his,



to'

40*

I. DO you sympathise with Letoockis onaharrossmornt Why?.
Are you amused by ill Why?

WilTING ASSIGNMENT

Pick an embarrassing moment in your past; be sure that it is far
in the past that you now think the bscidest was hagr. Dem**

so tin** the rinds ,. will be able to understand and spapaithisto
satbarresszasat salaam be *mud by its

rs

°
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ILO= 141 SUN YOU'LL 11111118

Up to this point our purpose in writing has merely been to have
other people understand the tooling* we have had about our avoriences.
And we have discovered that the boat we/ to make the reader understandour feelings is to create siailar feelings in his mind. $o, we have beencreating feelings in the mind of the reader by re-creating in words the&Ulla of the expariense that caused us to have the realms* la the firstpleas.

Sceetimes, however, strong feelings of liking or disliking are mixedup with the feelings we have about an experience: we may feel proud orwell satisfied, or we 3sey fool distaste or disgust. Consequently when wetell scasbody else about the experience, we not only want the to under-stand how we felt, we also mat them to join us in liking or dislikingwhatever it is ws are telling this about.

Wo want to Mrs for ample, *Last tiaturday's alma PUMP MI a lotof funs" but we also want to say NI liked it, and I think we should havemore of them, ft

In your It paper your job is not only to make the reader feel thatthe picnic (if that is *at you are imiting.about) was hni, bat you also
mai* Us too wiry* abler you hems told hies about it *I too think we shouldhave isors pionios,ft

Wets we will look at host s, professional writer has done this job.

tie 8°I.Ctim Logigia b7 Jobs Groswas in the shower r r
1 "'"kMI T,

1,214,6
: ,
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EXERCISE

1. Assume you like Fabian (oz some other singer now popular with
teenagers); would you choose different details from those Crosby chose
to describe him? Give examples.

2. If you liked Fabian would you compare him to Medusa or a top?
What might you compare him to?

3. If you liked Fabian, would you use the word asht to describe his
accompaniment? What words might you choose?

4. Even though you are . young, do you be ) to agree with Crosby that
young people shouldn't be able to decide what . of music adults v1to listen to? Do you think adults Mu to listen to singers who sing- kr
teenagers? Why did Crosby exaggerate?

5. Is there any truth in Crosby's charge that today the revolt of
young people is against music itself and language itself?

6. Does Crosby think it is wrong to revolt against music and languageHow can you tell one way or the other howl* feels? Are music and
language important?

7. Do you think Croshes eziewittions and his _sada tone turn usagainst him so that we reject whit us saws?

WRITING ASSIGNMENT

I. Think of an experience or a group of experiences you have had thatleft you with a strong feeling of liking or disliking. The feeling mustbe strong enough that you want other people to share liking or die..liking.. Think through the details of the incident or in *soder todiscover those details which gime you the feeling of liking or disliking.
Make notes of those details.

2. Think over these details and decide how you would tell them to theother members of your class in such a way that they too will like or dislikewhatever it is you are talking about. If you think of more details, note
them down.

3. Think again about how you feel. If you are writing about somet
you dislike, are you angry, do you want to make tun of it, or are you dead
a *rims? How can you make your readers understand these feelings?

If you are writing about SOW yOU like, do you like it because
it amuses you, because it is Or beesuPe_youthink it is very importaxt and lvou make tie broaderunderstand these feel ?

4. Write your paper.
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LESSOR MIT w OPINIONS

In the last lesson we studied weye of conveying our attitudes toward
an experience vo that other people will share our feeling about it. Our
purpose in describing an experience is oftenLike yours in the last
paperto convince other people that they will like what we like; they will,
we hops, agree with the opinion we express: But opinion ametimee mane
more than just what we like or dislike. If you say, for maples "I lore
chocolate candy but I can't eat it; I know it isn't good for mean you are
expressing a different kind of opinion. Can you see id it is different?
What is this kind of opinion based on?

Wen we are trying to think what we ought to do, we often must cote~
eider more than just what we like; we consider what is wisest or best.
If other people- disagree with us about what is wisest to doand they
often may .disagreewe do what you did in your last lesion: explain our
reasons for believing as we do; listen to other people's reasons for beam
)fining as they do; and perhaps make up our minds which course is beet..

Tou might be interested to see how people have tried to express this
kind of opinion* perhaps to follow some differing opinions on the same
question. In our Americon history one of the groups of people who had
letsy difficult decisions to make mom the Wiens. They often disagreed
lb.* -the beet policy to puma and the proper attitude to take-tot/0rd
the white men. Here is a speech made about 1862 by Chia Reed Cloud to a
council of the Sioux tribes who were gathered to *meldsr whether they
should go on the warpath. These are Red Cloud% words, ae translated
by Charlea Ragman, who was also a Sioux:

Oleo selection *titmice *Friends*
and ending with "to be herded like the
tam MIA NMI int fittitiliatitilw_

ail Little* iron, and Oo., l aceau.

it has been our misfortune"
cattle of the white man W
by Mort leatmn. Published

hoe 14415,)

1. Nat did Red Claud Ulric the Indians should do?

2. Mat were his reasons? Row did he think white men had deceived
the Indians? That is the l'apirit voter*? Illy is it deceitful?

3. Row does he feel about the things that are important to the white
am? *tat attitude dose he suggest toward the white men and the is they
%ma sash Miser? Wheethe ULU the Win. what they met do to be like
whit* ma' le he deer in **time he 1101rOPINN On Row am yoz



4. Which 'war of life efts het consider better? that words teU you?
IkAl would he answer the queatp;in he asks at the end? Is this a real
gpostida

Red Cloud expressed an opinion. he believed was zdght, butlii was not
the an3,y opinion held 'by Indians. Sc of the leaders of the tribes
thought he vats wrong, and believed his policy would bring disaster. Here
it a speech.made about the same- time spotted. Tail, a very bravo old man. ,of thine tribe:

(See selection beginning May hay, hay! Alas: *lulu and ending
giver counsel as old mantle Ira Ulla gum at *ma abiak

:mil. by Charles pistmen. .Published by Little, , sand Co., 104
Boston,: ' .Paget 35-363,

=CMS
14, How does Spotted Mil disagree with Red Cloud on what is best to

? %at does he reconnend? ,fit reasons does he give?

Are his.reieona more or isms convincing than Red Cloud's?

flow is his deec4ption of the white in different Iran Red Claude*?

thste of the most famou* Si oux/ heroes of all is Sitting Bun who also
about at the tribes should do Hero is his speech
the *site .coancils shore Red Cloud and Spotted Tail

(See selebtion beginning ',Beholds MY friends
ending with "First kill me, before yeu can.

lends,
land!" trot ligMei Ma Oast
Published by ttle, Brown, -and C., 1

the spring is come and
possession of a fabherw

by Char
Piges 119-120)

1. Does Sitting Yiall agzee with Red Cloud .or ith= Spotted Tail? D01113
ba give the same or different reasons?

2 *at attitude doss he express Woad the whitemsn s 11107 of
Which wazde toll you?

3. mat does he thInk the Indians Amid dot mat MMUS

,A\

4 Tone
opinion do



5. ihich of the speeches sews to you to explain most oft*
the opinion it sets forth? Ity'

fay

Whenever opinions differ about the best policy to follows we have a
problem of deciding which opinion is wisest and beet. Can we assume that

opinions are °quaky good? If not, a in we find any useful 103% to tell
a wise opinion trait a foolish one? Reading the following selection na
offer acme suggestions. It is an account of an Indian council by a white
man who was present and noticed how the listeners decided which opinion to
accept:

(See seleotion beginning "The typical Indian is always shoes with a
warbonnet * 01, and ending with "to back up his threats aid new
denunciations." front Da leak 9/ ... . " iart by Itrnest
Thaspson Seton Oarden City, New 1" 0$ CeMenb1926. Pape 483400

1. ithy does the author tell you so much about headdresses in the
first pert of the selection?

2. In the description of the council, why did the first speaker sees
effective to the author?

3. Mat is surpri,ing about the effect of the second speaker?

4 What does this sunset to you about the way to evaluate different
ePthicce? ithat makes a manIs opinion worth having?

4138/01111OR lrOR SPA"

As we have been discussing differing opinions and the problem of
recognising a wise opinion, it may have occurred to you that Alarm the
people you know are some whose opinions you pay little attention to, others
Idiose *pinto= you value and listen to. Think imaretUlly about the people
whose ideas you are usually willing to accept, and then see if you can
think of ono person whose opinions generally awry weight with you. Now
try to decide why you consider the opinions of this person velnablea and
prepare to explain your reasons in a brief swirl.

*len you have had a chance to prepare what you want to say, your
teacher will divide the class into small grow xi of four or five Peoples and
in the group each of you 1101 speak about the parka whose opinions you remi,
evict. Men everyone has sue, your mop should select the speech you
think would be most interesting for the entire clues to hear; the speeches
selected may be repeateti for the class. In chaos the speech traa your
group, you YlIS:f want to consider which speech met eland, the
INGOCOIS Pits_ 4000Ptiag thO. 401.111114 11111$ shish spook sods soot ossigli
Panto 000 boo to reactoi,1110011 Wale*
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RHETORIC OP Ti M SENTENCE

If you have already read.M jag MK by Jack London
you recall that It is the story -ck a strong, handsome dog,
stolen from his master in the States and sold to serve as a sled dog
in Alaska during the mad dsys of the Yukon Gold Rush. Here he
learns to toil in the traced, eventuilly earning his plate* as the
leader of a team of hard-working dogs, The emodey is not only
Buck's story, however. Sometimes it is the story of 441 his tames
mates on the trail. The following

follow,

paregrephs relate a complete

turn your attention to the questions that
from the book, Read these first for the story.

aror paragraphs see W
by Jack London f:; r;°
erican" Library, no. 47.0,*. and ".., behind

trees.'
XICERCISE 1

1. Look carefully at the second paragraph of Ws excerpt,

2. Change the verb in the first sentence of this paragraph from
passive to active, What word will you have to insert as the
subject?

3, If you were to Mtn the subject of this paragraph in one word,
what word would you choose? Does this word give you a clue
to why London chose to make this first sentence passive?

4, Prom what point of view doss Lcodcria want us to see the events
in this paragraph, from the point of view of the drivers of from
the point of view of the dogs?

It is not very likely that Jack London deliberately decided tomake the first sentence of this paragraph passive, nor is it likelythat he deliberately decided that the events in this; pare.graph shouldbe narrated from the point of view of the dogs Once he had decided
that he wished to portray the difficulties and than horrors of life in the
North from the point olf view of the living creatures who struggle for lifein the cold. he no longer had to think consciously about point of view oractive and passive sentences, Once he really underetood and really
bat what it is like to be alive in the cold and the straw and to have to
accomplish difficult tasks like delivering the mail; owe he folt those
things deeply and honestly, the choice between making a particular
sentence active or passive became witomatice Of course, even awriter like Jack London slips ooessionalky and it was necessmery forhim to go look ever his work and revise it in order to be swre he wastoning the truth and to be sure t he was seader
hoPINONolibe iamb' t ilike hints Whoa nalloto



he bad to know that making a sentence active or passive affects the point
of view from which the reader sees what is happening, and therefore he
had to check each sentence to maks sure that he had chosen active or
passive verb* that would be consistent with the point of view.

EXERCISE U

I. Look now at the third paragraph. Point out the subjects of the first
five sentenced, of this paragraph. What are the subjects of the next
three sentences? Is London writing this incident from the point of
view of the dogs as opposed to the drivers, or is he writing from the
point of vtew of the dogs and the drivers as opposed to the North?

2. The Met to the lam' sentence in the thi cd paragraph is passive. If
you turn it around, you will discover that this sentence can easily be
made active, but, either automatically or deliberately. London chose
to make it passive. Can you think of any reason why he wanted this
sentence to be passive? is Dave strong and healthy, a dog who does
things, or is Dave sick and weak, a dog to whom thiugs are being
done? Is there a convection between the fact that Dave is dying and
London's choice of a passive verb?

The look we have taken at London's active and partlye verbs In these
two paragraphs reminds us/ that when we write we have to notice whether
our active and passive vowbs will have the effect we want them to have.
We have noticed that U we make a verb passive, we change the subject of
the sentence. 'We must remember that our choice of active and passive
sentences and our choice of a subject has an effect on the point of view
from which the reader sees the events, and we must learn how to choose
the kind of verb that will maintain the point of view from which we want
the reader to see what is happening.

EXERCISE III

You may recall a student paper about a shoestring which you read in
the eleventh grade. Part of it is reprinted below.

When I first received this (shoestring) it was a magnifi'
cent striking white, like the clouds on a warm spring day.
It is stilt striking, but it is now wrinkled and is a dark,
dark black in the corners. k has withstood violent rain.:
storms, batteries hailstorms, awl massive 6110W1040110211. k
has been mauled.

The last sentence is passive. If you were revising the paper, would
you leave this sentence as it is or would you maim it active Walla
you ado attar slaws I the pngripk?



L Make some notes in defies*, aR your answalk and be prepkrod
to &souse the question the rest ores eisme

310rencisz ry toptioorki)

Look bsok at a paper you love written which &scribes some
thing or some evesat

Prom what point ct view Is the thing or the event seen?

aik Aro you satisfied that you chose the point of view from
which you wanted the reader to see whet you dammed?

Are the eettve *and passim verbs yes chose esedates* with
the point at Wart

rt.

Read the f excerpt from Gertrude Steles ;intim
pa n hich s Sn dsouse he queton

to
ca* and be prpred to r ad t aloud

I

St ;10100 14;t.,

Cror excerpt, see
aliirtrude Stein,

1935 sad renewed
'pore ore esse

ming e .1 alhoeve
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EXERCISE I

1. Tour teacitor wilt, ask some ofj the members of the class to read
Gertrude Stein's paragraph aloud. Can you decide among yotnrselvea
how each sentence should be read aloud Are you able to tot! which
sentences are questions even though there are no question masks?

Z. In spite of Miss Stein's arguments against punctuation would her
paragraph have been easier to read If she had used commas, colons,
semicolons, and question marks ? At what point would you as a
reader like to have punctuation marks inserted?

3. What is the first question Miss Stein asks in this paragraph? What .

is the answer to this question? Has Woos Stein told us her answer to
the question before she asks the question? Does she want us to find
our own answers to the question or does she want us to agree with
her answer?

4. Discuss with the rest of the class whether you think Miss Stein makes
her point more sharply and effectively by ,sidng a question to which
the answer is obvious rather than by simply' making a statement.

A writer can use a question for comic effect, particularly when the
*tower to the question, is obvious or absurd. In the following passage
Mark Twain is being somewhat unfair to James Fenimore Cooper because
we all do foolish things at awls* and Fetdmore Cooper was no different
from the rest of us on that score. Twain is melting Am of a foolish thing
Cooper did, but, for the sake of exaggeration and humor, be ignores all
or the things Cooper ever did that werentt foolish.

Mark i'wain felt very strongly that alt good writing has to be based
on careful and accurate observation. and he used a passage from The
Deeralayer to poit out what happens when we do not observe accurately.
"Utica the questions Twain asks in the second and third paragraphs and
answer the questions about them that follow the excerpt.

If Cooper had been an observer, hie inventive faculty would have
worked better; not more interestingly, bat more rationally, more plaus-
ibly. Cooper's proudest creations in the way of "situations" suffer
noticeably from the absence of the observer's protecting gift. Cooper's
eye was splendidly inaccurate. Cooper seldom saw anything correctly.
He saw nearly all things as through a glass eye. darkly. Of courser a
man ',Rho cannot see the commonest little everyday matters accurately is
moteriting at a disadvantage when Ito is constructing a "situation." In

--44/se.Deersla T: tale Cooper has a stream which is fifty feet wide where
it flows out a lake; it presently narrows to twenty as it meanders
Mies. err no given reason, and yet whoa, a stream acts like that it ought
Is tor ,ice N 1041Ilis *Netts IINIMPOses vs." IMAkoltliks irk 41 the

t. tit 11.
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brook's outlet from the lake has suddenly shrunk thirty feet and become
"the narrowest parts of the stream." This shrinkage is not accounted .

for. The stream has bends in it, a sure indication that it has alluvial °
banks and cuts them; yet these bends are only thirty and fifty feet long.
V Cooper had been a nice and punctilious observer he would have noticed
that the bends were oftener nine hundred feet long than short of it.

Cooper made the exit of that stream fifty feet wide, in the first
place, for no particular reason; in the second place, he narrowed it to
less than twenty to accommodate some Indians. He bends a "sapling" to
the form of an arch over this narrow passage and conceals six Indians in
its foliage. They are "laying" for a settler's scow or ark which is '
coming up the stream on its way to the lake; it is being hauled against
the stiff current by a rope whose stationary end is anchored in the lake;
tie rate of progress cannot be more than a mite an hour. Cooper de-
gcribes the ark, but pretty obscurely. In the matter of dimensions "it
was littel more than a modern canalubboat. " Let us guess, then, that it
was about one hundred and forty feet long. It was of "greater breadth
than common. " Let us guess, then, that it was about sixteen feet wide.
This leviathan had been prowling dbwn bends which were but a third as
long as itself, and scraping between banks:. where it had only two feet
of space to spare on each side. We cannot too much admire this miracle.
A tow-roofed log dwelling occupies "two-thirds of the ark's length"- a
dwelling ninety feet Wag and sixteen feet wide, let us says kind of
vestibule train. The dwelling has two roomsomeach fortysfive feet long
and sixteen feet wide, let us guess. One of them is the bedroom of the
Nutter girls, Judith. and Hatty; the other is the parlor in the daytime, it
night it is papa's bedchamber. The ark is arriving at the stream's exit
now, whose width has been reduced to less than twenty feet to accommo
date the Indiansusay to eighteen. There is a foot to spare on each side
of the boat. Did the Indians notice that there was going to be a tight
squeeze there? Did they notice that they could make money by climbing
down out of that arched sapling and just stepping aboard when the ark
scraped by? No; other Indians would have noticed these things, but
Cooper's Indians never notice anything. Cooper thinks they are m.arvel*
our creatures for noticing, but he was almost always in rrbr about his
Indians. There was seldom a sans one among them.

The ark is one hundred an(k forty feet long; the dwelling is ninety
feet long. The idea of the Indiene is to drop softly and secretly from
the arched sapling to the dwelling as the ark creeps along under it at
the at of a mile an hoary and butcher the family. It will take the ark
a minute and a half to pass under. It will take the ninety foot dwelling
a minute to pass under. Now, then, what did the six Indiana do? It
would take you thirty years to guess, and evert then you would have to
give it up, I believe. Tirtrefors I will tell you what the Indians did.
Their chief, a person of quite extraordinary intellect for a Cooper

warily watched the canalboat as it squeezed along under him, -
sod when he had got his calculations fined down exactly the right shades
as he Mei, he 1st se sad dropped. Aadanisfiedat Mose t Her sissod



the house and landed in the stern of the scow. It was not much of a fell,
yet it knocked him silly. He lay there unconscious. If the house had
been ninety-seven feet long he would have made the trip. The fault was
,Cooper's not his. The error lay in the sosetractioa of the hoses. Coop ir
wee no architect.

There still remained in the roost five Indians. the boat has passed
under and is now out of thfiir reach. Let me explain what the five did' -
you would not be able to reason it out for yourself. No. I jumped for the
boat, but felt in the water astern of it. Then No. Z jumped for the boat,
but fell in the water still farther astern of it. Than No. 3 jumped for the
boat, and fell a good way astern of it. Then No. 4 jumped for the heat,
and fell in the water away astern. Then even No. 5 made a jump for the
boatofor he was a Cooper Indian. In the matter of intellect, the differ
onto between a Cooper Indian and the Indian that stands in front of the
cigar shop is not spacious. The scow episode is really a sublime burst
of invention; but it does not thrill, because the inaccuracy of the details
throws a sort of air offictitiousness and general improbability over it.
This comes of Cooper's inadaquasy us *4 obaervere

EXERCISE II

'4

I. When Twain asks "Did the Indians notice that there was going
to be a tight squeeze there?" and "Did they notice that they could
make money by climbing down out of that arched sapling and just
stepping aboard when the ark scraped by?" do we know the answer
before he tens us? Has Twain specifically told us the answer to
these questions before he asks them? How can we guess what the
answer was beta*. Twsiiaigives us the answer? Discuss with the
class the clues to the answer that Twainn, has given us before he asks
the questions.

a. When Twain asks the questilon "Now, then, what did the *is
lostlians do?" do we know the gnawer before be tells se? Is Twain
right when he says "It wolAd take yea *laity yeaisimmoia sad even
the* you 100061411141,0 $4 sive it apt I believe", Noir dki ?wale oak the

eir,.4 Ajnestion at this point?

r,t. We have examined two kinds of questions that professional writers
him used. The answer to the first kind of question has already been

4,1 a1W1 to us by the writer, or else the newer to the question has been
made obvious. The writer's purpose in asking this kind of question :
1411 duo iris16,74 see, shad trf Solna. us the answer ahead of floso, boo *maw '-

lame that w *IX Itithiliktao in Ilta4.4 4nealette vata411001i.litak 0a,

JIM r ININP41 ii*Aiwoo flee AMIMPRIte to the givides seems ao
obv4nee

..1 4=41. 04* , Ni,g0ber404

artv.4.- . on ii.),1.r,..te ritheo.1 04,,ver iCopif 41bwri ast.



The second kind of question has not been answered beforehand. It is
asked to arouse our interest 'in what the answer will be; it is asked to
create suspense.

The second kind of queiition is used Kip ling's "Deasy Deever."
The Aria stens* of that ballad begins with a question:

"What are the bugles blowin' for said Files-onftParade.
"To turn you out, to turn you out, " the Calor* Sergeant said.
"What makes you took so white, so white?" said FilesebonsParade.
"I'm dreadin' what I've got to watch, " the Color., Sergeant said.
"For they're hangin' Danny Never, you can 'ear the Dead March play.
The regiment's in 'allow square-ipthey're hangini him today:
They've taken of his belt:one eff as' cut his stripes away.
Alit:they're hangin* Danny Deaver in the mornin*."

And it is not until thee, ctotoriallergeant.answers the questions of Tibial
onParade that we learn what Is bawsalag, to Danny Deliver.

EXERCISE III (Optional)

I. Write a short paper in which you begin with & nestlomand than
answer the question.

3. Writs a short popsy that ends ulit a c ses!ion to which you have
steamily swlieit the aneweatik

When we form a sentence conjunaiiiin.Wis po*eihle to connect
*Too sentences that have been joined wittvalconjunc4on.. You have learned
that some of thesis conjunctions are snA, but, or, ,nor for,yet, and so«
When we decide to use a...atom:0- conjunction we kust also decide which
et these conjunctions we wilkUse. They all d, in meaning and are
used to connect difftirset4inds of ideas. In this` lesson we will be con
''serned only with ,tom *les! ,ftessid e and wai wilt attempt
to decide tom chctsfe rtiff * 'Vast 1#404/0

,/4 two seances.,
..t

4-0
.,'ISMACISE I

Three paragraphs front The C of the 1"l .are reproduced below,
bet in place of the and or t. t iiiiikl=ea used to connect two sea
tfaces, there _is a blank apace.

Carefully read the sentences on both *ides mf each ensuber
' bleak spas*, Thee on a sepasete sheet of poor espy diva

./
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numbers and write the word and or the word NI according to which
one seems to fit best, in eacria the blank spaces'. (Do mt write on
the unit itself.) Be prepared to defend your choice.

2. Compare the word you chose with the words other students
chose and discuss with them the reasons for your choice,

3. Look back at the excerpt from die Call of the Wild that was
printed earlier in this unit and compare-Wwoia yl-in-rechose to
the words London chose. Discuss any differences you find with the
rest of the class.

It was a hard trip, with the mail behind them, .(1). the
heavy work wore them down. They were short of weight and in poor
condition when they made Dawson, and should have had a ten da3rs' or
a week's rest at least. (2). in two days' time they dropped down
the Yukon bank from the Barracks, loaded with letters from the outgo
side. The dogs were tired, the drivers grumbling* DI to make
matters worse, it snowed every day. This meant a great'
er friction on 'Che runners

,
end heavier pulling for the dogs; yet the

drivers were fair through it all, and did their best for the animals.

Each night, the dogs were attended to first. They ate before
the drivers ate, (4) no man sought his sleeping robe till he had
seen to the feet of the dogs he drove. Still, their strength went down.
Since the beginning of the winter they had travelled eighteen hundred
miles, dragging sleds the whole weary distance; (5) eighteen
hundred miles will tell upon the toughest. Buck stood it, keeping
his mates up to their work and maintaining discipline, though he, too
was very tired. Billee cried and whimpered regularly in his sleep
each night. Joe was sourer than ever, (et Soloileks was unap-t
proachable, blind side or other side.

...171. it was Dave who suffered most of all. Something
had gone wrong with him. He became more morose and irritable,

8 when camp' was pitched at once made his nest, where his
ver fed him. Once out of the hapless and down he did not get

on his feet again till harnessup time in the mores. Sometimes,
n the traces, when jerked by a sudden stoppage of the sled, or by

straining to stop it, he would cry out with pains The driver examins
ed him, could find nothing. AU the drivers became interestqw
ed in his case. They talked it over at mealtime, and over their last
pipes before going to bed, pp) one night they held a consultation.
He was brought from his nest by the fire and was prtssed and prod.
dad till he cried out many times. Something as wrong inside, i1.4
they pould locate no broken bona., could not slake it out.



11;XERCISE

Examine a paper you have written. Mark all the placee where you
*ave used and or but to make a sentence conjunction. Also inark the
*laces where` might have joined a sentence conjunction with and or

did e notes defending the choices you, have made or
won ovialibtsig any changes you "odd !Ake to make now*

1 I
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